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  CRAYOLA Glitter Dots Sparkle Station Deluxe,Glitter with Less Mess
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    	RRP:	£99
	Price:	£9.9
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  Description

  Please note: a signature is required for most deliveries so please choose an address where someone is in.
inch package contains 84 glitter dots, three note cards, hand roller, roller tool, nine cutting wheels, six shape cutters, craft tool, trinket box, two clear roller sheets, work mat and instructions. Then contact your credit card company, it may take some time before your refund is officially posted. Kids can experiment with adding their Glitter Dots to paper, wood, felt, papier-mache, fabrics, foam board and more.

The contents of the kit are great for playdough and kinetic sand which is why I'll just cut my losses and keep it. You can change your choices at any time by visiting Cookie preferences, as described in the Cookie notice. The Glitter Dots adhere to most surfaces including paper, wood, felt, papier-mache, fabrics, Styrofoam and more!
Finance is provided by PayPal Credit (a trading name of PayPal UK Ltd, Whittaker House, Whittaker Avenue, Richmond-Upon-Thames, Surrey, United Kingdom, TW9 1EH). Spero questa recensione vi possa utile per che come noi è sempre alla ricerca di regalini per la bimba o compleanni vari.EASY CRAFTS FOR KIDS: Glitter Dots are an innovative method of creating glitter art that sticks on a variety of surfaces. The information provided here is as complete and accurate as possible; however, product names, colours and/or materials are subject to change without notice. Larger items, primarily outdoor or ride-on products are shipped directly from Hamleys partners and may take longer to arrive. The glitter balls just move around under the sheet (even when flattened) and don't stick together or blend at all - they actually break apart as though they're repelling!
GLITTER DOTS ASSORTED COLORS: Pack of 42 Glitter Dots available in 3 different colour variations: classic, tropical and intensiGLITTER DOTS PENDANTS: Everything you need to make 3 cute charms to decorate then with the colorful beads includedGLITTER DOTS MAGICI MOSAICI: Set to create adorable mini mosaics with Glitter DotsGLITTER DOTS STENCIL STICKERS: Fun set that contains everything you need to make up to 16 cute stickers and decorate what your imagination suggests… diaries, notebooks and more! This method is simplified even further by this collection of art tools for kids, which gives crafters a number of fun ways to create.All included art supplies are safe and non-toxic, making it an ideal gift for girls and boys ages 6 and up. Concept is great (but doesn't materialise) and packaging is attractive and appealing so it was met with excitement upon opening at Christmas. Use dirty glitter powder around, sticks anywhere and ends everywhere; it's hard to control and hard to clean and vacuum. The material moulds and manipulates smoothly on multiple surfaces, just touch your fingers to start creating.
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        Dispatched within 2 days
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                        - FREE
                        
                    
                    
                

            


        Shipping from UK.

      

      We do our best to ensure that the products that you order are delivered to you in full and according to your specifications. However, should you receive an incomplete order, or items different from the ones you ordered, or there is some other reason why you are not satisfied with the order, you may return the order, or any products included in the order, and receive a full refund for the items. View full return policy
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        out of 5 based on
        40 747 reviews
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                    Fruugo in other countries

                    	Australia
	Austria
	Bahrain
	Belgium
	Canada
	China
	Czechia
	Denmark
	Egypt
	Finland
	France
	Germany
	Greece
	Hungary
	India
	Ireland
	Israel
	Italy
	Japan
	Luxembourg
	Malaysia
	Netherlands
	New Zealand
	Norway
	Philippines
	Poland
	Portugal
	Qatar
	Romania
	Saudi Arabia
	Singapore
	Slovakia
	South Africa
	South Korea
	Spain
	Sweden
	Switzerland
	Turkey
	United Arab Emirates
	United Kingdom
	United States
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            We use cookies on our websites. You are free to manage this via your browser setting at any time. For more information see our cookie policy.
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